Position: Head of Middle School
Start Date: July 1, 2019
Mirman Mission: We cultivate the boundless potential of highly gifted children, nurture their
passions and talents, and develop a diverse community of creative and constructive lifelong
learners.
Inclusivity Statement: We are committed to building a connected community that embraces
multiple perspectives and cultural competency to strengthen gifted education and growth in the
whole child. At Mirman, we strive to integrate inclusivity in our curriculum, school culture, and
institutional identity. We honor and support a community built on diversity of thought,
experiences, and identities to best engage our students in the academic, sociocultural, and
complex world in which we learn and live.
Core Values: Mirman is responsible for both the academic and social-emotional growth of
students. We foster strong character traits in our students as they develop both the individual
and community skills necessary to be contributing members of society. Mirman’s Core Values
are:
Responsibility — We are obligated to care for ourselves, our community, and our environment.
Integrity — What we believe is right directly shapes our actions.
Discovery — We enthusiastically pursue knowledge about ourselves and the world around us.
Empathy — We strive to understand and value the experiences and feelings of others.
Resilience — We recognize challenges as necessary steps in learning and personal growth.
These Core Values are discussed and taught in our classrooms, on our playgrounds, on field
trips, and at sporting events.
The Mirman School seeks a dynamic and experienced administrative leader to oversee Mirman
School’s Middle School Division. The Middle School Director reports directly to the Head of
School and serves as a member of the senior leadership team.
Mirman Middle School consists of 140 students in grades 5-8 and 25 full- and part-time teaching
faculty. Mirman seeks a forward-thinking practitioner who possesses excellent communications
skills and program-specific experience in curriculum development and an ability to lead a
talented group of teachers. The Head of Middle School must also be able to connect to and
work with a committed parent body, and collaborate with a dynamic administrative team.
The job description is available through this link.
Interested candidates should send a cover letter, resumé, and three to five references to
Claudíette Wright-Bey, Assistant to the Head of School, at cwrightbey@mirman.org.

